Our New Theme Song

"Tripping hither, tripping thither, nobody knows why or whither..We must dance and we must sing round about our fairy ring!"

http://cmgm.stanford.edu/biochem/sb241/savoyards/savoyards.htm
What’s in it?

- Based on GR v6r3p2..sort of..
- System Tests underway
- Anders has run this version and produced ntuples.
- Fixes and Upgrades
  - calibGenCAL, CalDigi, CalXtalResponse, CalRecon multi-tower support, son of 4 bump fix
  - TkrUtil, TkrDigi – ToT updates
  - calibGenTKR – multi-tower support, concerns about speed
  - AnalysisNtuple – fix some more Glt variables
  - RootIo – make StartingIndex JO param work
  - CalibSvc – provides JO param to “give up the ghost” if a calibration cannot be found.
  - rdbModel – handle multiple-insertions